Eukaryotic genome evolution integrates processes behind (i) chromosome plasticity (change in chromosome structure and number), (ii) genome stability maintenance (perfect stability would prevent adaptive processes) and (iii) genome size. Relationships between these variables remain enigmatic, hence the term "C-value enigma". This term reflects an apparent lack of correlation between genome size and perceived organismal complexity, replacing an older term "C-value paradox". A useful concept for explaining the enigma is the nucleotypic function, a pluralistic approach unifying a range of phenomena not covered by the conventional genotype and phenotype concepts. In this paper I expand the nucleotype function by adding two additional elements. First element is the "informatics metaphor" according to which genomes act as information-processing entities integrating "hardware" (structural DNA + epigentetic-related DNA) and "software" (protein-coding DNA) components of the genome into a single unit behind organismal fitness. Second element is gross chromosome restructuring, or chromothripsis, as a novel process behind evolutionary chromosome plasticity. I believe that all the studies that we carried out during the last three decades have demonstrated that DSBs are primarily responsible for the formation of chromosomal aberrations.
Introduction
Evolutionary genome dynamics is described accurately, but somewhat cryptically, by the phrase "genome in pieces" which refers to chromosomes [2] . If we define chromosomes as genome compartments consisting of DNA and proteins (histone and non-histone) equipped with two functional elements, centromeres and telomeres, bacteria and archea lack chromosomes [3] . Thus, chromosomes are emergent structures formed at the point of a major prokaryote to eukaryote evolutionary transition [4, 5] . In terms of DNA profiles chromosomes are mosaics consisting of repetitive DNA elements, transposons, autonomous retrotransposons, non-autonomous retrotransposons and a small fraction of protein-coding DNA [6] .
The key event that shaped the eukaryotic genome at the point of a symbiotic merger between an archaeal host and an α-proteobacterial partner, was the fragmentation of the host's circular genome into multiple linear fragments (genome in pieces) caused by the massive invasion of the partner's mobile group II introns [5, 7] . The newly formed linear chromosomes were unstable until the processes for their stabilization emerged. These processes were first mediated by retrotransposons and later by properly functioning telomeres synthesized by the enzyme telomerase, a former retrotransposon itself [8] . The membrane structure separating the genome from the rest of the cell emerged in parallel, leading to formation of the cell nucleus.
According to one scenario, the end-stabilizing structures of newly formed chromosomes also served as centromeres by virtue of being attractors of the tubulin-based spindle apparatus [5] . This scenario predicts that the first eukaryotic chromosomes were telocentric: the end structures played the role of telomeres and centromeres simultaneously. The karyotype evolution that ensued was mediated by telomeres and centromeres interchanging functionally and thus acting as factors behind the evolutionary chromosome plasticity [7] .
Thus, the phrase "genomes in pieces" reflects the evolutionary point at which the true chromosomes emerged. The composite structure of chromosomal DNA (viral, mobile genetic elements etc.) parallels the composite structure of the eukaryotic cell in which formerly independent prokaryotes merged into the symbiotic partnership [4] .
While the replication of circular prokaryotic genomes is relatively simple, the process behind the eukaryotic genome replication and division is more complex. It requires formation of the specialized structure, the mitotic spindle, initiated by the pair of centrosomes. The spindle serves as the structure for (i) attracting the chromosomes via centromeres in mitosis and meiosis, (ii) splitting them into two double chromatid (meiosis I) or single chromatid (meiosis II and mitosis) chromosomes and (iii) subsequent chromosome segregation into daughter cells. The entire process, when viewed under time-lapse microscopy, is reminiscent of the coordinated "chromosome dance" which conforms to the rules of cellular mechanics. For example, the longest chromosome arm must not exceed half of the average length of the spindle axis at telophase to prevent premature cut of chromatids by cell walls and subsequent breakage-fusion-bridge cycles [9] .
The aim of this paper is to look at processes by which the composite eukaryotic genome, or "the genome in pieces", changes over evolutionary time. The traditional term for these dynamic changes is chromosome rearrangements: numerical (polyploidy, dysploidy, aneuploidy) or structural (e.g. translocations). Structural chromosomal rearrangements result from DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) [10] [11] [12] . I will argue that evolutionary chromosome rearrangements emerge from an interplay between processes that set the species-specific genome size and their counterparts behind chromosome plasticity (change in chromosome structure/number). I will also argue that chromosomes heralded a major evolutionary shift. In addition to the information-processing role of DNA, dominating genomes of chromosome-free prokaryotes, chromosomal DNA acquired the role of the information-free building material.
I start by outlining the relationship between genome size and chromosome number. This provides the platform for introducing the concept of nucleotype function and "informatics metaphor". In the final part I integrate aspects of genome stability maintenance, nucleotype function and "informatics metaphor" to provide a new angle for understanding processes behind evolutionary chromosome rearrangements.
Evolutionary genome size dynamics and theories behind it
The question whether genome size reflects organismal complexity occupied biologists for decades. It started as the "C-value paradox". Cvalue is the amount of DNA in unreplicated gametic (haploid) nuclei. Cvalues can be expressed in (i) picograms (pg) and (ii) number of base pairs (1 pg = 0.978 Gb) [13] . Early studies revealed that human genomic DNA exceeds that of bacteria by a thousand times. However, some species of fish and flowering plants, for example, have 30-50 times more genomic DNA than humans [14] . This lack of correlation between genome size and the intuitively perceived organismal complexity was termed "C-value paradox" [15] .
Based on data for ∼15,000 species [16, 17] , the size of eukaryotic genomes varies by a factor of 65,000 [reviewed in 13]. The smallest known eukaryotic genome, that of the microsporidean Encephalitozoon intestinalis, has been estimated at 0.0023 Gb. The largest genome is found in the flowering plant Paris japonica at 148.8 Gb. Early estimates, according to which some species of protists have genomes > 200 Gb, have been discarded as technically inaccurate [13] .
Given that one nucleotide is estimated to be ∼0.34 nm in length, this translates into following lengths: ∼1.5 mm for the smallest genome, and ∼100 m for the largest genome. The human genome, by comparison, is estimated at ∼3 Gb and ∼2 m length. A summary of genome sizes across the species range is presented in Fig. 1 . Extra-large or extra-small genomes are rare. Most eukaryotic genomes fall within the 1-100 Gb range.
Genome size is usually measured by cytological methods such as Feulgen densitometry and flow cytometry [13] . In recent years whole genome sequencing data have become available for a large number of species. This offers an opportunity to compare cytological estimates with the whole genome sequencing-based calculations of genome size. In the first study of this sort a total of 501 species were analysed including: 148 species of animals, 81 land plants, 202 fungi and 70 protists [18] . Analysis revealed a good correspondence between cytological estimates of genome size and their sequence-based counterparts. However, some discrepancies have been identified. For example, there was a general tendency of sequence-based calculations data to provide a lower estimate of genome size than cytological methods. The mismatch becomes more pronounced with increasing genome size. This could be due to inherent difficulty associated with sequencing heterochromatic (highly repetitive) regions of genomes leading towards systematic underestimation of genome content.
The question arises as to which evolutionary factors influence species-specific genome size. In recent literature this question is described as the "C-value enigma" [14] . Several theories have been proposed to explain the genome size diversity in eukaryotes. The "mutation pressure" theories argue that large proportions of the genome are "junk" or "selfish" DNA in the form of transposable elements, retroviruses, bacterial plasmids etc. The first proponent of this view was Susumu Ohno [19] who suggested that the genome is a repository of extinct genes, which represent a true genetic "junk". However, extinct genes or "pseudogenes" form only a small proportion of eukaryotic genomes. Later proponents of "mutation pressure" theories argued that "junk" DNA is any sequence that lacks coding or regulatory function [20] . Some authors criticized the tendency of evolutionary biologists towards "adaptationism" − every component of the genome must account for an organismal function. Instead, they thought that DNA within eukaryotic genomes can expand for its own benefit, hence "selfish" or parasitic, a process called either "non-phenotypic selection" or "intragenomic selection" [21, 22] . The expansion of "selfish" DNA would become a burden to the host cell only when other physiological processes within the cell are affected [23] . Thus, the C-value of a species is a product of balancing between mutation pressure, which acts to expand genome size and physiological tolerance factors within the host cell. Following this logic, all "mutation pressure" theories argue that the relationship between the cell volume and DNA content is coincidental.
On the other hand, "optimal DNA" theories argue that there is a strong correspondence between DNA content and cell and nuclear volumes. These theories are governed by different principles at the heart of which is the view that DNA plays not only qualitative roles in determining organismal fitness, but also secondary or quantitative roles. For example, a secondary or quantitative role of DNA is its ability to act as the building material for chromosomes independently of its information-carrying role (see below). Thus, C-value may be the product of selection forces acting via secondary or quantitative roles. For example, "nucleoskeletal theory" suggests that there is a co-evolutionary interaction between cell and nuclear volumes [24] . In this scenario, DNA content or C-value is a secondary product of an evolutionary compromise between "selection for cell size and for developmental rates".
Similarly, but more pluralistically Gregory [14] argued that a hierarchical approach is required to fully understand the C-value enigma. This approach is best described by the term "nucleotype" function [25, 26] [24, 27, 28] . I will argue later that this pluralistic approach is the most productive way for understanding the interplay between genome size and chromosome plasticity.
Is there a correlation between genome size and chromosome number?
The number of genomic pieces (chromosomes) per eukaryotic genome is highly variable. The lowest chromosome number of n = 2 (one pair) is found in an ant species Myrmeca pilosula [29] . The highest chromosome number reported in animals is n = 372 found in North American shortnose sturgeon Acipenser brevirostrum [30] . Many plant species have chromosome numbers of n = > 200 [13] . Large chromosome numbers are rare and represent the consequence of polyploidy. Fig. 2 shows more typical chromosome numbers in a group of > 100 animal and plant species listed in [31] .
An interesting question is how chromosome number/structure in a given complement or karyotype, relates to genome size. Evolutionarily close species may have either minor karyotype differences as exemplified by only one chromosome rearrangement in the human karyotype relative to the ape karyotype [32] , or dramatic differences as exemplified by the karyotypes of two closely related deer species, one of which has the lowest chromosome number in mammals (Indian muntjac, 2n = 6 or 7) and the other one (Chinese muntjac) a more typical mammalian chromosome number (2n = 46) [33] . This is also paralleled by a significant change in the C-value, which is reduced from 2.7 pg to 2.1 pg (30% difference) in Indian muntjac relative to Chinese muntjac. There is no significant difference between C-values of human and ape genomes.
The relationship between chromosome number and genome size has been investigated by only a few studies. For example, the study of genome size analysis of 501 species assessed by sequencing-based calculations revealed a weak but significant positive correlation between genome size and chromosome number [18] . In this study chromosome number varied from n = 3 in various animal species to n = 84 in sea lamprey Petromyzon marinus. The average genome size was 1.154 Gb for animals, 1.066 Gb for land plants and 0.035 Gb for fungi.
However, in a more recent study covering 6052 species no correlation between genome size and chromosome number was found [34] . The study targeted all species for which (i) genome size has been estimated by cytological methods and (ii) chromosome number is known.
These two examples suggest that the relationship between genome size and chromosome number is either weak or non-existent.
Nucleotype function and "informatics metaphor"
Eukaryotic genomes exist only in three-dimensional space of the cell nucleus. This highlights importance of the nucleotype level hierarchy [14] . In line with this, the old view of a random arrangement of genomic pieces in the nucleus, reminiscent of "spaghetti in a can", has gradually been replaced by the notion of a precise nuclear topology in which individual chromosomes occupy distinct territories, typically spherical in shape and 2-4 μm in diameter [28] . In larger genomes chromosome territories are compact and interact with each other only through their peripheries. By contrast, smaller genomes (e.g. yeast) have less well-defined chromosome territories which interact with each other more readily.
Invention of new techniques such as chromosome conformation capture (3C) and its derivatives such as genome wide 3C (Hi-C) enabled precise analysis of sub-chromosomal region interactions within the 3 D space of the nucleus at the sequence level. A series of studies revealed individual chromosome domains termed topologically associated domains or TADs [35] . TADs can be distinguished on the basis of their expression activity, replication timing and histone markers. They have sharp boundaries separated by chromatin insulator proteins. In addition to TADs, chromatin domains interacting with non-DNA structures, such as the nuclear lamina, termed LADs (lamina associated domains) have also been identified [35] . LADs are characterized by genetic silence and late replication timing. Thus, chromosome structure can be described as a non-random arrangement of TADs and LADs, which must be equipped with two essential functional elements, centromeres and telomeres.
Chromosome topology within the 3 D nuclear space is tissue specific and reproducible after each cell division suggesting that a form of cell memory is at play. This notion is further supported by the discovery that the nucleus is precisely reconstructed after each cell division by the BAF mediated stiff chromatin surface that specifies nuclear geometry in a reproducible manner [36] .
The general picture emerging from high-resolution studies based on Hi-C technologies is in line with the pluralistic principles of the nucleotype level hierarchy. On one hand, there is a clear link between the genome organization and its function as exemplified by the fact that gene positioning within the nucleus is likely to affect its expression. On the other hand, a precise position of a gene within the 3 D space of the nucleus is not an absolute requirement for its proper function indicating a degree of functional redundancy.
This degree of redundancy should be assessed in light of "informatics metaphor " [37, 38] . Genomes are viewed as sophisticated information processing and information storing entities. In contrast to conventional man-made information processing machines or computers, in which hardware and software components are separate and independent from each other, genomes integrate and unify these two components. This is visible from the key difference between the universal Turing machine and genomes as biological information processors. The universal Turing machine does not change in the process of computation. By contrast, genomes do change in the process of computation, thus enabling genome and organismal evolution [38] .
Here is a brief description of genome composition in light of "informatics metaphor". The phenotype-determining information is stored in genomic parts which code for proteins (genetic information). This represents biological software or programme required to establish organismal phenotype via RNA and proteins (the central dogma of molecular biology). The hardware required to run this programme is a combinatorial function of DNA and histone proteins (epigenetics and histone code) operated by the 3 D nuclear structure of chromosomes in which repetitive and genetically redundant forms of DNA dominate (structural role of DNA).
To illustrate quantitative contribution to the three-component 
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genome we can use the human genome. Only 1.5% of the human genome represents genetic information or protein coding genes. Assessing the amount of DNA involved in epigenetic or regulatory function is more difficult. In spite its enormous length DNA containing chromatin occupies only 15% of the nuclear volume [39] . Others estimated that an upper limit of functional DNA in the human genome is 25% [40] . The remaining 75% represents structural DNA with no informationally or regulatory useful properties. Thus, DNA has a secondary or structural role required for the "hardware" component of the genome. This scenario is largely in line with the nucleotype level hierarchy, which does not dismiss the notion of "junk" DNA as a form of informational redundancy utilized for chromosome structure.
To express this stance more simplistically it may be useful to borrow a sentence from Arthur Koestler used in a different context: "… the chemical analysis of bricks and mortar will tell you next to nothing about the architecture of a building." [41] In the context of the nucleotype theory "bricks and mortar" represent structural DNA. The "building" represents organismal phenotype.
Thus, chromosomes are emergent structures, different from bacterial nucleoids, in which DNA molecules acquired a structural role, in addition to their genetic information-carrying role.
Discussion
Genome size and chromosome plasticity are independent variables. Processes behind their regulation are critically important for the full understanding of genome evolution. Occasionally, there are disagreements as to how the processes should be interpreted. A representative example is a critique of the way the ENCODE (ENCyclopedia Of DNA Elements) project interprets genome functionality. Doolittle [27] and Graur et al. [42] criticized the ENCODE's stance that 80% of the human genome is functional. This contradicted earlier estimates that only 5% of mammalian genomes is under the evolutionary constraint. Furthermore, Doolittle [27] and Graur et al. [42] argued that the notion of "selfish" or "junk" DNA cannot be discarded as long as some DNA in the genome is neutral in terms of selection effects. Doolittle [27] suggested that: "A larger theoretical framework, embracing informational and structural roles for DNA, neutral as well as adaptive causes of complexity, and selection as a multilevel phenomenon, is needed."
Perhaps the first step in this direction is to recall the three component "informatics metaphor" [37, 38] and recognize that (i) the only organisms in which majority of genomic DNA codes for proteins and therefore plays exclusively "genetic information" role are prokaryotes (ii) prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes differ dramatically with latter containing emergent structures, chromosomes, absent in the former and (iii) with the emergence of chromosomes DNA acquired two more roles with respect to "informatics metaphor", epigenetic and chromosome structure-supporting role, which play the hardware part of the genome.
In line with the pluralistic approach of the nucleotype theory which generally embraces the above assumptions, it seems likely that at least some DNA in eukaryotic genomes is neutral in terms of selection effects and thus can justifiably be called "junk". The exact proportion of this class of DNA is unknown. The ENCODE project, when completed, should be able to provide a precise estimate [43] .
The presence of selection-neutral DNA in the eukaryotic genomes is needed for chromosome structure. In line with the "informatics metaphor" genomes may be viewed as biological information processors in which the hardware component is represented by the chromosome structure and epigenetic properties of the genome, whereas the software component containing instructions for protein synthesis is represented by the unique DNA containing the organism-specific genetic information (genetic code). The hardware component must have nonadaptive structural redundancy ("junk DNA") to enable genome evolution.
Once the above considerations are taken into account we can proceed to assess processes behind evolutionary chromosome rearrangements from a new angle. The conventional view is that genome evolution is a balancing process between genome size and plasticity with three broad outcomes: expansion, contraction and equilibrium [44] 
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Mutat Res Gen Tox En 836 (2018) [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ( Fig. 3) . Processes behind genome expansion include chromosome gains (insertions and duplications), ascending dysploidy (increase in chromosome number) and whole genome duplications (polyploidy). Processes behind genome contraction include chromosome deletions and descending dysploidy (chromosome number reduction). Processes that preserve genomic equilibrium include neutral chromosome rearrangements lacking major DNA gains or losses (balanced rearrangements). Molecular and cellular processes behind chromosome rearrangements include: (i) deletion-biased DSB repair leading to genome contraction, (ii) insertion-biased DSB repair including retroelement dispersion leading to genome expansion, (iii) balanced outcomes of DSB repair processes (e.g. erroneous repair leading to translocations) with neutral effects on genome size and (iv) constraints of cellular division mechanics (size of individual chromosome arms; see above) which lead to genome contraction [9] [10] [11] [12] 44] (Fig. 3) .
The conventional view should be revised to take account of the nucleotype theory but also the fact that chromosome structure as the hardware part of eukaryotic genomes, different from the classical Turing machine, may have some autonomy in terms of evolutionary restructuring (Fig. 3) . In line with this possibility gross chromosome restructuring termed chromothripsis or chromosome shattering has recently been discovered [reviewed in [45] ]. Chromothripsis is characterized by the massive chromosome fragmentation and subsequent chromosome repair through rejoining fragments randomly by DSB repair processes. Mechanisms behind chromothripsis are not fully understood but include: (i) micronuclei formation and subsequent aberrant DNA replication or premature chromosome condensation, (ii) telomere-mediated chromothripsis and (iii) exposure to ionizing radiation [46] [47] [48] .
Even though chromothripsis has originally been identified in cancer cells, research has shown that chromothripsis operates in human germline cells [49, 50] , thus opening a possibility that this might be an evolutionary relevant process. In line with this, chromothripsis-like events have been discovered in the small photosynthetic eukaryote, Ostreococcus tauri (Chlorophyta, Mamiellophyceae) [51] . Massive chromosome rearrangements in O. tauri, such as insertions and translocations are reminiscent of chromothripsis-mediated chromosome fragmentation and subsequent fragment rearrangements.
Furthermore, chromothripsis has been shown to act as a mechanism for genome reduction in the plant A. thaliana [52] . Interestingly, it is mediated by CENH3 (centromeric histone 3) which, if mutated, causes formation of micronuclei containing whole chromosomes. The micronuclei-bound chromosomes suffer catastrophic fragmentation. Some fragments are then stitched together by Ligase IV and the rest are lost. The newly emerging chromosomes can be inherited by subsequent generations, thus leading to genome contraction in A. thaliana. This example illustrate that chromothripsis can shape evolutionary chromosome rearrangements. A slightly different form of chromothripsis termed chromoanagenesis [45] virtually means rebirth or creation of new chromosomes. It remains to be established wither chromothripsis and chromoanagenesis are widespread evolutionary phenomena (Fig. 3) .
Finally, a recent study shows clear aspects of nucleotype-related mechanisms at work during genome reduction in flowering plants [53] . It has been argued that the apparent evolutionary success of angiosperms or flowering plants, measured by their dominance in terrestrial ecosystems, can be explained by a dramatic reduction in genome size which enabled reduction in cell size. This in turn created a maximum space for packing more stomata and veins into their leaves leading to maximization of angiosperm primary productivity in terrestrial ecosystems.
In conclusion, this paper integrates aspects of genome stability maintenance and chromosome aberration mechanisms [10] [11] [12] , cell mechanics [7, 9] , nucleotype-related processes [14] and information theory [37, 38] to provide a new angle for understanding processes behind genome evolution.
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